Determining the Role of Hand Feeding Practices in Accidental Shark Bites on Scuba Divers
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Abstract

Introduction: Shark-based ecotourism is significantly developing around the world, often without appropriate management of risk. This activity involves a risk of accidental bites on divers that can be quite severe or even fatal.

Objectives: To determine if ecotourism companies' liability can be engaged in the context of bites on scuba divers in presence of hand-feeding practices, supporting the legitimacy of financial compensation for the victims.

Methods: We analyzed the development from the mid-eighties to 2010 of shark-based ecotourism through artificial provisioning practices in Moorea Island (French Polynesia) and more specifically the features and motivation of two bites on divers by Sicklefin Lemon sharks.

Results: The specific practice of hand-feeding can be considered as a facilitating factor for accidental bites on divers, potentially involving the diving operator's responsibility.

Conclusions: Our findings should support the technical work of experts that might be called in such cases.
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Introduction

Over the past two decades, shark-based ecotourism has significantly developed through more than 80 ecotourism operations throughout the world, in at least 40 different countries mainly in tropical and sub-tropical oceans [1,2]. For most of these countries, this type of ecotourism represents a critical source of income. In French Polynesia (Eastern-Central Pacific), environmental economists [3] have shown that any one of the 13 lemon sharks most often observed at a feeding site in Moorea (Windward islands) made an average contribution to the local economy of around USD 316 699 per year, contributing to a total income of US$5.4 million. However, given their elusive nature, encountering these shy species cannot be guaranteed, and artificial provisioning, generally called 'shark-feeding', is necessary to ensure impressive aggregations of animals in specific places thereby allowing close interactions with divers and snorkellers [1].

The general concept of 'shark-feeding' mainly applies to carnivorous shark species, and actually encompasses several techniques. The most common technique for allowing tourists to see Great White sharks (Carcharodon carcharias) and pelagic sharks such as the Silky (Carcharhinus falciformis), Galapagos (C. galapagensis), Sandbar (C. plumbeus) and Tiger sharks (Galeorcerdo cuvier), either from boats or through scuba (and cage) diving, is known as 'chumming' [4,5,6]; it is also known in Australia as ‘berleying’ [7,8]. Chumming or berleying involves placing blood and/or liquidized tiny fish parts in the water to create an oily slick that sharks can sense and follow to the boat (or the divers) [5]. In that case, animals never get any food reward. Real 'feeding' intends to provide the animals with a variable quantity of large pieces of fish or meat that they are allowed to consume at a given stage of the session [4,9,10]. These are usual techniques, also called ‘baiting’, used with Grey Reef (C. amblyrhynchos and C. perezi), Lemon (Negaprion brevirostris and N. acutidens), Blacktip (C. melanopterus) and Bull sharks (C. leucas). Whatever the technique, deliberate and long-term feeding of animals is suspected to generate problems for both animals and humans [4]. From the animal perspective, it may alter the natural behavioural patterns of sharks, generating detrimental effects for the animal themselves and the marine ecosystem; from the human perspective, it can increase the shark's level of aggression, leading to agonistic behaviours, including serious bites [9]. In that respect, based on an analysis of 54 cases of shark attacks that occurred between 1979 and 2001 in French Polynesia (Eastern Pacific), 25 cases (45%) happened during shark feeding activities [11]. In some cases, the victim may consider that the accident is the legal responsibility of the dive operator and seek financial compensation. Experts may then be employed to provide technical support for the legal process.
Objectives
In the present study, we use two case studies in French Polynesia to describe the features of accidental shark bites on scuba divers and discuss how the practice of hand feeding could constitute a major driving factor for explaining such accidents. This information may assist the work of experts that might be employed to determine whether shark bites in the framework of artificial provisioning should involve the liability of dive operators or just be considered as a consequence of the natural behaviour of a marine predator, potentially harmful to humans.

Materials and Methods

Description of the study sites
The two main sources of income for a population of 260,000 inhabitants are the black pearl oyster industry and tourism with an average of 170,000 visitors per year. Reef scuba-diving represents around 20% of the leisure activities of tourists, but was threatened during the mid- and late 1990s after several catastrophic events degraded reefs, promoting the development of shark-based ecotourism. The most common reef shark species usually involved in ecotourism are present in French Polynesia, in particular the small-bodied maori (local name for the Blacktip shark) and the medium-bodied raira (local name for the Grey Reef shark). In their search for impressive larger species for tourist divers, professional ecotourism operators focus on the tore-tore (local name for the Tiger shark) but mainly on the arava (local name for the Sicklefin Lemon shark) which is in higher densities and more sedentary.

Characteristics of the Sicklefin Lemon shark
The Sicklefin Lemon shark *Negaprion acutidens* (Rüppell, 1837) is a tropical inshore large (≤ 340 cm total length), stout shark, with a yellowish brown color above, paler below [12]. It is a fish-eating shark, potentially dangerous because of its large size, powerful jaws and dagger-like teeth (Figure 1); it is normally inoffensive and sluggish but very aggressive when provoked [13]. Adults are rather solitary in normal condition, except during the mating season when males diligently follow females. Sicklefin Lemon shark species cannot be considered as gregarious as other sharks species involved in shark feeding operations, such as the Grey Reef shark which naturally aggregate in large schools in confined areas [13].

Through high speed cinematography and electromyography, marine biologists [14] thoroughly described the biting mechanisms of the Atlantic Lemon shark *N. brevirostris*. Given the high morpho-anatomical similarity of the two sister species, we consider as valid this description for the Sicklefin Lemon shark from the Indo-Pacific. Two types of biting events were differentiated during feeding: (1) food ingestion by ram feeding (when the piece would be small enough for a direct swallowing) and (2) food manipulation (which immediately follows ingestion bites and during which the food is usually repositioned or cut by the teeth before swallowing the different parts). Both types of bites have similar motor and kinematic patterns including a preparatory phase, an expansive phase, and a compressive phase characterized by elevation of the mandible and depression of the head. These phases mobilize more than 12 different muscles and ligaments. The average duration of an ingestion bite in Lemon sharks is however very quick (with a range between 160 to 730 ms) [15]. In comparison the same type of bite for an adult White shark (*Carcharodon carcharias*) would take between 750 and 1708 ms [16].

Data collection and analysis
The Sicklefin Lemon shark behaviour in the context of shark provisioning was collectively and individually monitored through more than 1,000 hours of diving observation, in the framework of a long-term study (2005-2010) implemented on the island of Moorea [9,17]. This study was conducted in close cooperation with a professional dive master (involved in shark feeding from 1997 to 2010) who was part of this same study and also the victim of the two bites that are described hereafter. Photographs of the bites were collected and this person was interviewed in order to get information allowing an analysis of the motivation and type of bites. Two other professional dive masters, directly involved in the introduction and development of shark feeding on Moorea island, were also interviewed in order to determine the chronology of shark feeding in Moorea island (from the very beginning), the shark feeding effort through time, the potential changes in feeding practices and the contribution of the different shark species to feeding operations and potential bites.
Results

History of shark feeding in Moorea Island

Moorea is a high island with an encircling coral reef barrier where shark feeding was developed by a single diving operator in 1986, joined by a second operator in 1988. The first shark species to be aggregated by feeding on the outer slope were the Black tip and Grey Reef sharks. The Lemon shark only started to aggregate by 1992 in a specific place around Opunohu Bay (North of Moorea Island, [9] for more details). Between 1990 and 1995, two more diving operators established operations, one of them implementing feeding. By 2004 up to 2010, there were seven diving operators working in the same area, including six that were implementing artificial provisioning. A previous study on the economic value of shark-based ecotourism in Moorea island showed that around 4 000 local and 3 000 international divers were coming by the mid-2000s to Moorea every year with the specific purpose of viewing sharks, and an additional 5 600 were making the decision to dive with sharks while they were staying in Moorea [3].

Description of the feeding practices of large sharks in Moorea Island

When shark feeding for ecotourism started in the late 1980s, some food (mainly fish waste) was left on the bottom of the outer slope, dispersed across the reef patches in depths of around 15 meters. As sharks became less shy, hand feeding was developed after a couple of years in order to maintain the underwater spectacle. The dive master lay on the bottom with a bag from which he extracted food, piece by piece, wearing a mesh glove on the operating hand. The tourist divers were positioned in circle around the feeder, at a few meters of distance. When Lemon sharks started to aggregate by the early 1990s, they were hand fed from the very beginning, at depths between 15 and 20 meters (Figure 2A). In the early 2000s, at least four diving operators were hand feeding Lemon sharks, mainly with tuna discards; however, the total amount of food provided on a daily basis would rarely exceed 10 kg and the aggregation would encompass over 30 different Lemon sharks over a year, with sometimes up to 10-12 individuals in one session [13].

Following an accidental bite in 2004 (see hereafter the description of accident 1), the major diving operator in Moorea stopped hand feeding. This practice was however still implemented by at least another diving operator until 2008. Instead of hand feeding, the major operator was storing the fish waste in a cage that was either dropped from the boat few minutes before the start of the dive, or brought down by the dive master just before the arrival of the tourist divers (Figure 2B). Once on the bottom, the tourist scuba-divers were positioned several meters from the cage, anticipating the arrival of the sharks or just observing them already moving around. After a while the cage was opened by the dive master, and the food was released either in a single motion or piece by piece on the bottom. In parallel to this new practice, a third operator was introducing odours ('chumming') in the same area by storing fish flesh in a circular plastic container with small holes to allow the dispersal of the olfactory stimulus. This container hung from a rope from the diving boat, between one and four meters above the bottom, attracting the Lemon sharks in the water column to a convenient position for observation by divers (Figure 2C).

Description of the shark bites

- Accident 1 occurred at the Opunohu site on March 2004 and involved a dive master. The bite occurred during a morning dive (ca. 08:00), which was planned for the production of a shark feeding video. Conditions were difficult, with a strong northern swell and poor visibility (<5 m). The diving group was at a depth of 18 m and comprised of three divers including a dive master in charge of feeding, a cameraman and a third diver. Three male Lemon sharks were attracted by the feeding stimulus (tuna heads in a mesh bag). The dive master was giving the tuna heads to the sharks with his right hand, protected by a steel-mesh glove. In order to record optimal images of shark feeding, the dive master was positioning himself to get the sharks coming from his left side. He
was then using his right hand to exhibit the tuna head and when the shark was almost in contact, he used his unprotected left hand to grab the right pectoral fin, to keep the animal at a safe distance and avoid any contact. During a feeding attempt, a 2.3 m TL male shark rotated its head rapidly and bit his left hand, before releasing it few seconds later. The bite ripped his suit, removed his watch and left by deep wounds on the left forearm and hand (Figure 3A). Tissue loss was not substantial, hence the physical consequences were minor and the dive master was able after surgery to use the hand again without limitation.

- Accident 2 also occurred at the Opunohu site on June 2008 and involved the same dive master. The bite took place during a morning dive (ca. 08:00) as the victim was involved in an underwater photo session, at a depth between 15 and 20 m. The site was under a normal South-easterly swell < 1m, with a good visibility (> 15 m). Three to four Lemon sharks were quietly swimming (without appearing nervous) around a cage (containing fish bait) that was lying on the bottom. The dive master was positioned about 10 m from the cage, focusing on a marine turtle in the water column that he wanted to photograph. He was not wearing gloves and held his waterproof camera housing with the right hand as his left hand was holding the strobe at the end of a metal arm. As he was moving his hand in order to properly position the strobe for the next photo, a 2.5 m TL male shark came from behind him and firmly grabbed his left hand for few seconds. It took two attempts to extract his hand from the shark's mouth. The bite left relatively superficial wounds on the top and the side of the left hand, with no lasting after-effects following surgery (Figure 3B).

Figure 3: (A) Photographs (before surgery) of the 2004 bite on the left hand, showing (A1) the impression of the teeth from the lower jaw that caused a deep wound the forearm (X) for providing support as the teeth from the upper jaw tore flesh from the top of the hand (A2), leaving parallel prototypic wounds for dagger like shark teeth. (B) Photographs (after surgery) of the 2008 bite on the left hand, showing (B1 and B2) two major parallel elongated wounds left by two contiguous teeth in both sides.

In both cases, the surgery restricted to wound decontamination and closure as there was not any tendon rupture.

Discussion

The bites described here are part of a number of bites on divers since the mid-1980s (when shark feeding was initiated in Moorea Island). They did not strictly happened during a usual commercial shark diving situation but nothing suggests that the absence of tourist divers may have carried out any specific behaviour of the Lemon sharks. We then believe that these two cases can provide a useful analysis that can support an acceptable generalization. They are two of the very few bites about which it was possible to gather reliable data in order to conduct this analysis. Bites (whatever their severity) in the context of shark diving definitely happen regularly [11,18], but diving operators are very reluctant to communicate and report them, due to the risk of a strong negative impact on ecotourism activity and subsequent economic impacts [1].

Accidental nature of the bites

The two bites described in this study occurred in presence of witnesses and were not fatal; there is therefore no doubt about the identification of the shark species. The features of the wounds are consistent with the characteristics of the thin and sharp teeth of Lemon shark, in particular the two parallel wounds that are displayed in Figure 3A2 and the three deeper ones in Figure 3B1. These wounds are both superficial and the shape of the grooves reflects the movement of the hand as it was extracted from the mouth of the shark (N. Buray Pers. Comm.). Such wounds would not be possible unless the pressure of the bite is quite light and short in
duration, indicating that both bites should be considered as “ingestion” bites corresponding to ram feeding [14]. In the case of “manipulation” bites, with a more feeding and predatory purpose, the wounds would be deeper and much more severe. This brings us to consider these bites as “accidental” rather than based on other motivation such as feeding on human flesh (as a food substitute to natural food such as fish flesh) or agonistic behavior toward a diver. Our deduction is consistent with the hypothesis that the two sharks were not expecting to find any resistance when they bit the hands, rather looking to seize a loose piece of bait. This expectation may be linked to the long-term effects of shark feeding.

Specific effects of ‘hand-feeding’ on shark behaviour

Provisioning uses the animals’ attraction to food to offset or neutralize their aversion to humans [19]. The animals tolerate a human presence in return for the feeding opportunity available to them. In that sense, one of the first effects of provisioning will be ‘habitation’ and ‘tolerance’ [20], as it happened in Moorea island through the repetitive provisioning of sharks, year after year. Based on the hypothesis that adult Sicklefin Lemon sharks would need the same amount of food as the Caribbean species *N. brevirostris*, which removes nearly 1.5 kg of fish daily (1.6 x 10^6 calories) to provide for its vital activities [21], the amount of inanimate food provided daily would be far from enough to create a dependency of Lemon sharks to provisioning. However, as some animals were regularly rewarded through the hand feeding, this type of rewarding provisioning also had a positive reinforcement effect, and a slow process of ‘sensitization’ [20] could well apply to some animals, in particular the dominant ones [9].

Studies conducted on White sharks in South Africa showed that general conditions are rarely met for sharks to develop a learned response, indicating that moderate levels of tourism activity may not have a broad impact on shark behaviour across a wide range of space and time scales [5]. However where rewards are made readily available and there is a definite learning effect, greater risks of altering behaviour of target animals are likely to occur [22]. During the implementation of hand-feeding, the sharks easily identify the end of the arms (the hands) as a potential source of food. In addition, feeders often attract the attention of the shark by shaking the hand holding the food. In two alternative forced-choice experiments, in which choosing the designated positive stimulus was food-reinforced, it was recently shown that fish are able to distinguish biological motion patterns [23]. Therefore, the hand shaking associated with food reward can be considered as a strong visual stimulus for the sharks. Beside the association of food with the divers’ hands, this specific human behaviour then leads the shark to associate the movement of hands with a food reward. We strongly believe that for the two documented bites, the visual stimulus was dominant and facilitated by uncovered skin, which can easily be confounded with any fish flesh, as no clear evidence of anything other than monochromatic vision has been shown for the Lemon shark [24]. In the context of the second accident, the movements of the arm and the hand on the strobe were probably a determining factor for stimulating the accidental bite, by incidentally simulating a hand-feeding stimulus, as described for a similar bite in February 2013 on a diver’s hand in Bora-Bora [18].

The role of hand-feeding in accidental bites

It was recently proved that an altered behaviour in the Catshark *Scyliorhinus canicula* could be reversed after a 3-week interruption of the conditioning stimulus [25]. One could thus expect that the curtailing of hand feeding in 2004 should have prevented any other accidental bite. However, the change of feeding practice was only partial, as other operators were still hand feeding. In spite of being irregular, this hand feeding should also be considered as a facilitating factor for the 2008 accidental bite. As another convincing fact, even if it does not concern the Lemon shark, the dive master that started the feeding in Moorea island confessed that he was accidently bitten six times by Blacktip sharks and once by a Grey reef shark during artificial provisioning from the mid-1980s to the early 2000s (E. Molle Pers. Comm.). These figures are consistent with the ratio provided by Maillaud, *et al.* [11] in terms of species prevalence in accidental bites and could be explained by the higher mobility and speed of these smaller bodied sharks that limit an avoidance reflex by the scuba diver, compared to the larger and slower Lemon sharks. Based on that same study, the hand feeders have around eight times more chance of being bitten by a shark than diving spectators; however, the remaining 12% of tourist divers that might be victim of such bites could consider, with strong evidence based on our analysis, that the diving companies that are practicing hand feeding should bear responsibility.
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